Global Reward Solutions adds flights to its industry leading
Vacations & Travel rewards offering.
NEWS RELEASE: August 17, 2015. Global Reward Solutions, the world’s leading cloud-based
reward management platform for loyalty and recognition programs, has added airline flights to
its comprehensive Vacations & Travel rewards offering. Reward program members can now
search for flights against the world’s largest selection of airlines and immediately book online
for their choice of thousands of destinations worldwide.
“By adding flights to our extensive Vacations & Travel offering, members now have a one-stop
shop to plan their perfect vacation anywhere in the world,” says Rob Purdy, Founder and CEO,
Global Reward Solutions. “Travel continues to one of the most motivating and desirable reward
options.”
The Global Reward Solutions Vacations & Travel offering provides the world’s largest selection
of local and international airlines, a global array of hotels and accommodations, cruises, car
rentals, activities and excursions, global tours, and experiences. Members can also take
advantage of daily and weekly “Specials” that include discount pricing on selected flights, along
with deals on featured vacations, cruises, worldwide tours, and hotels.
Through Global Reward Solutions, hundreds of thousands of weekly resort destinations are
offered to members at 40% off regular weekly rates. Plus, if members don’t have enough reward
points for a flight, they can simply top up their points with a credit card to cover the cost of their
flight.
For more information, contact: Rob Purdy, Founder and CEO | 1.866.451.2225 ext. 227,
rpurdy@globalrewardsolutions.com | www.globalrewardsolutions.com
Follow us on Twitter: @GRS_rewards | Connect with us on LinkedIn: Global Reward Solutions
About Global Reward Solutions
Global Reward Solutions (GRS®) is the world’s leading cloud-based
reward management platform addressing the local and global
needs of point-based and e-commerce solution providers. At GRS
we never stop innovating new ways to simplify the effectiveness
of our global reward management while delivering the coolest
stuff anywhere on the planet.

